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We calculate the positive- and negative-parity spectrum of baryons by diagonalizing the hyperfine
Hamiltonian in a space corresponding to the SU(6) multiplets 56, 70, and 20. The highest spin con-
sidered is J= 2 ' for positive parity and J= 2 for negative parity. The main difference with the
work of Isgur and Karl based on the harmonic oscillator is that we consider the more realistic un-
perturbed wave functions derived variationally by Carlson, Kogut, and Pandharipande in a Aux-tube
quark model. The finite size of the quark is also taken into account.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently Carlson, Kogut, and Pandharipande' (hence-
forth abbreviated as CKP) have provided variational wave
functions for describing the nonstr ange mesons and
baryons. They consider a semirelativistic Hamiltonian
with relativistic kinetic energy for the quarks and an adia-
batic potential derived from a flux-tube quark model. In
the case of a qq pair the potential is a linear combination
of a Coulomb and a linear confinement term. For a
color-singlet qqq system they have shown that the poten-
tial energy can be expressed as a sum of three pair poten-
tials and a three-body potential which depends on the ten-
sion in the flux tubes. Accordingly, a three-body correla-
tion factor has been included in the baryonic wave func-
tions. Both the two- and three-body parts are
parametrized functions of the relative position of the
quarks and the parameters are found by minimizing the
energy.
The present study is intended as a complement to the
work of Ref. 1. We analyze the role of the hyperfine in-
teraction starting from a nonperturbed SU(6) basis
formed with the variational wave functions of Ref. 1. We
calculate the nonstrange-baryon spectra closely following
the method applied by Isgur and Karl for a harmonic
confinement. Apart from the more realistic long-distance
behavior of the confining potential, another important ad-
vantage in using the CKP wave functions is that one has a
consistent approach both for the color-electric and -mag-
netic interactions. The Hamiltonian of Ref. 1 yields a
unique unperturbed spectrum which does not have to be
adjusted separately for each parity. Moreover, there is no
degeneracy to be removed as in the harmonic-oscillator
case. Therefore such a procedure has more predictive
power.
The unperturbed space considered in this analysis is
spanned by the 56(0+,2+), 56'(0+), 70(0+,1,2+), and
20(1+) SU(6) multiplets. The outcome of our calculations
is the spectrum of X and 6 and the mixing angles for
positive-parity states up to J= —,' and negative-parity
states up to J
More recently, Carlson, Kogut, and Pandharipande
have considered other variational wave functions which
in a qqq system include pair correlations due to the spin-
spin color-magnetic interaction. In the excited spectrum
of baryons they consider only the 1 state and the 0+
breathing n1ode and calculate energy levels up to J= —,
for positive parity and J' = —, for negative parity.
In the next section we summarize the ingredients of our
calculations. In Sec. III we present the baryon spectrum
obtained from the diagonalization of the hyperfine in-
teraction modified to include finite-size effects and for
comparable J values we discuss them in the light of Ref.
6. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV. Appendix A
gives a detailed analysis of the normalization constants of
the CKP wave functions. In Appendix 8 we show that
the 66 matrix elements of the spin-spin and tensor parts
of the hyperfine interaction can be reduced to linear com-
binations of 13 three-dimensional integrals when the finite
size of the quark is taken into account. Therefore the in-
tegrals can be computed with a better precision than usu-
ally allowed by the Monte Carlo method. '
g„(r&2, rf3 33)— f23 +f(rz)N„(r&z, r&3, 23), (2.1)
l+J
where f and F~z3 are the two- and three-body parts of the
ground-state wave function n =0. The functions C&„with
n&0 are defined in Eqs. (2.8) to (2.17). The function f is
parametrized as
lnf (rj ) = —W(r J )A, ,r J —[1—8'(rj )]A,, 3rj'
(2.2)
1+exp( —ro/a)8'(r,j ) = 1+exp[(r;J ro )la]— (2.3)
where r,z is the distance between the quarks I', and j(ij =1,2,3). One can see that the function f(r;~)de-.
creases at large r J, as in1plied by the linear confinement.
II. THE BASIS
In our calculations of the baryon spectra the space part
of the wave functions is treated as in Ref. 1. Accordingly
the wave function of a qqq system is chosen to be of the
orm
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The three-body part is chosen as
F, =1—Pvo. gr; —, g r; (2.4)
A, i ——0.637 fm
ki 5 —1.40 fin
ro —0. 12 fm,
a =0.12 fm,
P=0.25 GeV
(2.5)
and V o takes the conventional value of the string-tension
constant
where r;4 is the distance between the quark i and a point
r4, where the flux tubes meet at 120'. For angles larger
than 120' this point becomes identical to one of the quark
positions r; (i = 1,2, 3), as explained in Ref. l.
The quantities A, i, A, i 5, ro, a, and P are the variational
parameters found by CKP:
a=2.53 fm (2.18}
The hyperflne interaction is modified to include the
finite size A of the quark as in Ref. 6. Then for the quark
pair 12 the spin-spin and tensor interactions read
4v 27TcKg 1
e i' ~ Si.Sz, (2.19)
9m (2~A ) ~
VT — erf
v 2m'p' ~2A
W2 p 1 3 A ~2zzA2
3vm A' p'
L
malization factors NPg, where the superscript "sym"
designates the permutation symmetry, can be expressed in
terms of five independent three-dimensional integrals.
The three integration variables are p, A,, and x =p A, /PA, .
The value obtained for a from the orthogonality between
(2.8) and (2.9) is
v o.= 1 GeV/fm . (2.6) X S).p S2.p ——,S) S2
.
I' (2.20)
As usual, we express the relative coordinates r,J in
terms of the Jacobi relative coordinates
p = (r, —rz),
~2
(ri+r2 —2r, ) .6
(2.7)
Poo=NooF
goo —Noo[1 —a(p +A, )]F,
Ppo N~pop. A,F, —
it'oo=N~oo z (p' —~')F
Pio =N'iopoF
i}'jio=N~io~oFp
q"„=N"io(p X+ p+X )F, —
120 N20[3(Po +~o } (P +~ )]F
Pm=¹2o(3po~o —p A}F,
$2o=Ni2o 2 [3(po —ko ) —(p —A, )]F,
where
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11}
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
and
P+ —Px—+ 'Py~ A.+ =A,~+1k,y
Let us remark that the orthogonality of the above states
has been ensured by a proper choice of 4&„ in Eq. (2.1). In
Appendix A we show that the constant a and the 8 nor-
By using the notations of Isgur and Karl ' for angular
momenta L =0, 1,2 and projection M =0 the normalized
g„considered in this study can be written as
As we consider only nonstrange baryons we deal with
completely symmetric states in flavor, spin, and space.
Then the contribution of all three pairs is given by three
times the contribution of the pair 12 in each given state.
The value of the strong-interaction coupling constant a~
is taken as in Ref. 1, i.e.,
4 exp
-=0 5
3 Pic
(2.21)
The quantity A is assumed to be a free parameter. This
will be discussed in the next section.
We combine the spatial wave functions of Eqs.
(2.8}—(2.17) with the quark spin and flavor in order to
construct totally symmetric wave functions. To describe
them in a SU(6) basis we follow the notations of Isgur and
Karl, i.e., each state is represented by the normalized
ket
~
+'X(p, L )J ), where X=N or 5, S, L, and J are
the spin, orbital, and total angular momenta, m is the pari-
ty, and iM is the SU(6) multiplet.
In the following section we present the results obtained
by diagonalizing the hyperfine interaction Vss+ VT in the
above-mentioned basis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained by the diagonalization of the Ham-
iltonian containing the hyperfine interaction in the basis
described in Sec. II are given in Tables I and II for
+=+1 and m= —1 states, respectively. These results
have been obtained with a precision of 0.5% in the com-
putation of the integrals 5; ( i = 1—7) and T; ( i = 1—6)
entering the matrix elements of the spin-spin and tensor
interactions (see Appendix B).
To allow a comparison with Ref. 6, we first consider
the same values for the quark mass, the finite-size con-
stant, and the energy constant, namely, m =360 MeV,
A=0. 13 fm, and Eo ——1265 MeV. Later on, we shall
let m and A vary. A comment is in order for the varia-
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State
N(70, 2+) 2
45(56,2+)
—,
'
1950—20502028
1910—19601985
7g10-'
—0.120
'N(S6, 2+)
—,
'+
2N(70, 2+) 2
'N(70, 2+)
—,
—0.504
—0.858
—0.100
1670—16900.864
—0.499
1860
2006
2061 0.993—0.066
b(56, 2+) q
'6{7O,Z+)
—,
'
1890—19200.800
—0.599
0.5991997
2011 0.800
N(70, 0+) 2
N(56, 2+)
~
'N(70, 2+)
—,
N(70, 2+) 2
2N(20 1+)—
7~10-4
0.058
1690—18000.507
—0.215
0.802
—0.225
—0.060
—0.859
—0.195
0.444
—0.155
—0.046
0.0671859
1956
2008
2033
2077
0.299—0.907
—0.350
—0.205
—0.093
—0.182
—0.780
—0.518
—0.069
—0.524
0.847
4S(56,0+)
—,
'+
4a(56, O+)—',
4a(56, 2+)
—,
'+
26{70,2+) 2
0.035 1230—1234
1500—1900
1860—2160
1240
1847
—0.116 —0.053
—0.031
0.9911308
1893
1986
2010
0.113 0.0300.993
—0.534
—0.844
0.8420.0350.068
—0.5360.0090.002
'N(56, O+)
—,
'
'N {56',0+ }—,
'N(70, 0+)
—,
'
N(70, 2+)
~
'N(2o, 1+)
—,
'
—7g 10-4
—1O-'
940
1583
940
1400—1480
1680—1740
0.024
0.001
—0.166
0.110—0.106
—0.988
—0.108
—0.014
0.003
1092
1712
1868
1996
2076
—O. 1210.093
0.116 0.0250.973
0.041
—0.014
—0.395
—0.918
0.158 0.904
—0.394—0.041
0.01758
0.99985
6(70,0+ )—
45(56,2+) 2
1850—19500.99985
—0.01758
1934
1970
In making the comparison, one should have in mind
that the essential difference between the wave functions
used here and those of Ref. 6 is that there the wave func-
tions contain short-range spin-spin correlations. In our
work we include mixing between different spin and angu-
tion of m. The unperturbed spectrum used in these calcu-
lations is taken from Ref. 1 and corresponds to the mass
mo —313 MeV. In cases where we use a different quark
mass, we calculate the effcx:t of b,m =m —mo by the per-
turbation theory.
TABLE II. Same as Table I for nonstrange baryons of negative parity.
(2) {3) (4)State
N(70, 1 ) 2 16611690 1660—1690
0.0692N(70, 1 ) q
N(70, 1 )—
1446
1628
1510—1530
1670—1730
1579
1726
0.998
—0.069 0.998]
b(70 1 )— 1630—174015641657
0.945
0.327
N(70 1 )—
N(70, 1 )—
1568
1673
1520—1560
1620—1680
1399
1514
—0.327
0.945
h(70, 1 ) 2 1600—16501566
TABLE I. Nonstrange baryons of positive parity. (1) Mass spectrum (this work). (2) Mixing angles (this work). {3}Mass spectrum(Ref. 6). (4) Experimental mass spectrum (Ref. 7). Mass spectra are in MeV. Columns (1), (2), and (3) have been obtained with
m =360 MeV and A =0.130 fm.
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From Fig. 2 it appears that values even larger than
A=0. 195 fm would be favored by the N*-N splitting.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work we have calculated the nonstrange-baryon
spectra up to J"=—, and J = —,' by diagonalizing the
hyperflne interaction —modified for finite-size effects—in
a basis obtained from the variational wave functions of
Ref. 1 and which spans the 56, 70, and 20 SU(6) multi-
plets.
We have analyzed the dependence of the spectrum on
the quark mass I and the size parameter A which both
influence the coupling of various states. Our results sug-
gest that the present approach leaves an ambiguity in the
choice of m and A. There are several (m, A) sets which
give results very similar to those of Ref. 6. As the Roper
resonance has too high an energy for all choices of param-
eters, it seems desirable to improve the first 0+ breathing
mode. The variational wave functions with spin-spin
correlations give lower energies and therefore n1ore accu-
rate values' than ours for the chosen Hamiltonian. In
spite of this, our wave functions give better mixing angles
for the negative-parity states and the diagonalization
method being simpler allows more extensive calculations.
It would be useful to make a comparison with results
given by variational wave functions containing spin-spin
correlations for J & —', levels and to further test the con-
figuration mixings by calculating decay amplitudes. "
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APPENDIX A
In this and the following appendix, we use the compact
notation
(F I( ~ ) IF)=f d'pd'X( ~ ~ )F'(p, a), (A1)
where ( . ) stands for any expression.
By taking into account that F (p, A, ) depends only on p,
A., and p. A, , one can show easily that the normalization
factors appearing in Eqs. (2.8) to (2.12) can be written as
(A2)
N, =(F IF),
N, =(F I p'IF),
N, =(F Ip'IF),
N4 (F—I p'X'IF),
N, =(F IX"IF) .
(A9)
(A 10)
(Al 1)
(A12)
(A13)
Note that the six-dimensional integrals (A9)—(A13)
reduce to three-dimensional ones, three out of the six in-
tegrations involved in the calculation of the N s being
trivial. The remaining variables are p, A, and x =p A. /pA,
and the integrals can be computed without using the
Monte Carlo method. The values we obtained are given in
Table IV.
In the same manner, one can show that the constant cz
which appears in Eq. (2.9) can be written as
CX =
2 X2
(A14)
In deriving (A14) and reducing all normalization con-
stants to the linear combinations (A2)—(A18), use has
been made of the properties
(F Ip'IF)=(F Ix'IF),
(F Ip'X'F, (x) IF)= —,'(F I(p'+X') IF)
—
—,(F Ip A, IF) .
(A15)
(A16)
These relations can be easily proved by taking into ac-
count that F is invariant under all permutations of three
particles.
and
3+s
Vzm' (B2)
The expressions (B19) to (B84) given below involve the
following quantities:
APPENDIX B
We present here the nonvanishing matrix elements of
the spin-spin [Eq. (2.14)] and tensor [Eq. (2.20)] parts of
the three-quark Hamiltonian in units of Css and CT,
respectively, where
4~2~~s
Css = (B1)3m2
(Npp) = —, (N3+2N~+N5) —N, ,
2
(A3) E e —p2/2A2 (B3)
(Npp ) = ,' (N3 2N4+Ng ),——
(N2p) = 5 (N3+N5) —2N4
(N~2p) = —,', (N3+N5)+ , N4, —
(Ntp) =2N4 ——,(N3~Ng),
(N~tp ) = —,Ng,
where N&. . .N5 are defined by
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
(A7)
(A8)
Ni
Np
N4
N5
0.289 84X 10
0.572 62 X 10-'
0.211 58 X 10
0. 120 13X 10-'
0.21049X 10
TABLE IV. Values of the integrals (A9)—(A13) arising in the
calculation of the normalization factors [Eqs. (A2) —.(A8)] and a
[Eq. (A14)].
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M =erf p
2A
S, =(F iE iF),
S,=(F ip'E iF),
S,=(F izzE IF),
S,= (F I p'E I F),
S3 —(F ip A, E iF),
s, =&F ix'E is&,
S7—(F I p A, Pz(x)E I F)
T, =(F IMpiF),
(87)
(88)
(810)
(811)
(812)
—
—,
' V2/~ P, 1+3, e -P'""'A p
(84)
I
41)=
I
N(56, 2+)—,' )
N( —,' ) subspace: I %2)= I N(70, 2+)—, ) . :
I %3)= I 4Ã(70, 2+)—, )
&e, i V„ie,)=—
(N ) (S4+S6+2S7 ),
~S pzoNzo
4 6
(NPzo)' (3s,+3s,+ los, —4s, ),
(823)
(824)
(825)
(NP211 )
& +3 I Vss I p3 & = (3S4+3S6+ los5 —4S7),120T=F F
T3 —F M
p F),
Az
T4 —F M I'p x F
p
iz
T5 ——F M 3Ppx Fp'
(813)
(814)
(815)
(816)
Nzo NPzo (Tl14
(NPzo)'(+2 I VT 1%'3) = (3T1 7T3 —11—T4+3T6),180 7
(NPzp )(p3 I VT I p3) = (3T1+7T3 T4+3T6)252
(826)
(827)
(828)
(829)
(817)
In Eqs. (811) and (815) to (817), Pz is the second-degree
I.egendre polynomial and
X = (818)
pA
As for the quantities (A9)—(A13), the integrals (85) to
(817) can be reduced to three-dimensional integrals and
computed without the Monte Carlo method.
The nonvanishing diagonal and off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments are listed below in terms of S; (i =1—7) and T;
(i =1—6). As the operators Vss and Vr are Hermitian,
we refer only to the triangle above the main diagonal.
N( —', ) subspace: I I'II1)= I N(70, 2+)—, )I:
(Nzo)'
&p1I Vss I @1&= (3S4+3S6+10S5—4S7), (819)120
(NPzp )( p1 I V'r I +1 ) — (3T1 +7T3 T4+ 3T6) . (820)630
6(—', ) subspace: I I4, )= I "b,(56,2+)—', +)I:
I
%', ) = i b, (56,2+)—,' )4( —,' ) subspace: .
I
+2)=
I
b, (70,2+)—', )
L
(N )'
&p1
I Vss I +1& = 5 (S4+S6+2S7»
(NPzo )(I'zi Vss I 0'2) = (S4+S6 —10S5—4S7),40
2(N )(+1 I VT I P1& = (T1+2T4+T6) ~21
zo
15v 7 (T1
—T6) .
I e, ) = I'N(7o, o+)-', ')
i ez) = i'N(56, 2+)-,' ')
N( —', ) subspace: ~
I
%3)= I N(70, 2+)—, )
I
1P4 ) = I 4N ( 70,2+ ) —,' )
i e, &= i'N(2o, l+)—', '&
(830)
(831)
(832)
(833)
(N )
&+1I Vss I +1&= (S4+S6+2S7),S (821) (NPpp )&'p1
I Vss I p1 & = (3S4+3S6—2S5+8S7),96 (834)
4(N ) (T1+2T4+T6) .105
(N )(822) &'pz
I Vss I pz & = — (S4+S6+2S7),5 (835)
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&+2 I vss I +3& =—
(+3 I Vss I +3)=—
s
10 NzoN~go (S4 S6
—),
(Nzo }'
120 (3S4+3S6+ lOSs —4S7 }
(836)
(837)
NzoNoo(%'i
I VT I%'4) = — (Tz —T5),6 10
NzoNoo
& +2 I VT I +3 & [ T2+ Ts3 5
(852)
(¹po)(0'4
I Vss I e4) = (3S4+3S6+10S5—4S7),120
a( Ti +T3 + T4 +T6 )]
(853)
(+, IV, Ie, )=—
(%5 I vss I%3)= 9 (Nio) (S5 S7)
NooN zo
12' 5 ( Ti T3+ T4 T6 }
(838)
(839)
(840)
N~~oNoo(e, I v, Ie,)=— [T, T, —6 10
—a(Ti+ T3 T4 —T6}l—
(854}
&ei I vT I e3) = (3Ti 7T3 ——11T4+3T6),72 10
(841)
N~zoNzo(%3 I VT I %4) = (Ti —T6) .15 2 (855}
&+i I vT I +4&= (3T1+T3+5T4+3T6)72 5
N~zoNzoS
30
(Nzo}'(%3 I VT I %4) (3Ti 7T3 11T4+3T6)180~2.
(842)
(843)
I e, ) = I 'N(s6, o+ ) —,' ')
I %2)= I N(56', 0+)—, )
N( —,' ) subspace:
I %3)= I N(70, 0+)—,' )
I%'4) =
I
N(70, 2+}—,' )
I
%5)= I N(20, 1+)—, )
b, ( —,' ) subspace:
Ie, )= I4~(56,0+)-,' )
I
e, ) = I 4~(56,0+ }-,' ')
I
v3) = I b(56,2+)—', )
I e4& = I 2~(70,2+)—', + &
NzoN io(+4 I vT I e, ) = — (T, T4) . —6 15
(844)
(845)
& 'p x I Vss I p x & =—
& +i I Vss I Pz& =—
&+i I vss I P3&=—
(Noo ) S),
NooNoo [Si—a(S2+S3)],
~S pooNoo4'
(N )
[ Si —2a(S2+S3)
(856)
(857)
(858)
+a (S4+2Sq+.S6)), (859)
(N )
&pi I vss I pi&= 4
NooNoo(%'iI V,s I %'2) = [Si —a(S2+S3)],
(N )
& +2 I Vss I +2 & = [Si —2a(Sz+S3 }
(846) NooN~oo
& +2 I Vss I +3 & = — [Sz—S3 —a(S4 —S6)],4V2
(N~g) )'( p3 I Vss I p3 ) = — (3S4+3S6—2Sq +8S7 )96
(860)
(861}
+a (S4+2S5+S6)], (848)
(849)
(850)
(851)
(N2 ) (S.+S.+2S7},5
(Nzo }'
& '41 Vss I p4& = (S4+S6—10Sg —4S7),40
N~~'
& +I I VT I +3& = (Tz+ T5),3 5
(N~po )
&p4I Vss I p4&= (3S +3S +10S —4S ),120
2(N io )2
9 (Sg
—S7 ),
N~zoNoo
&Pi I vT I '4& = (T —T ),6 10
(862)
(863)
(864)
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NooNzo(e, I v, Ie,&= 6 10 (N~jp
)
&+i I VT I +i) = — (Tz+T5) .180
X[Tz —T5 —a( Ti+T3 —T4 —T6)],
(865)
N ioN~zo (T, —T, ) .
3 30
(868}
I
iP & = I 'a(70, 0+ }—,' )6( —,' ) subspace: .
I +,)= I 5(56,2+)—,'+)
NooNzo(e, I v, I e, ) = — (3T, 7T,—11T—,+3T),72 5
(866)
(N~zo }'('Pg
I VT I 4'4) = — (3Ti+7T3 T4+.3Ts),180
(867)
I+i)=
I
N(701 ) )
N ( z ) subspace:
I
~pz) =
I
N(70, 1 )—,' )
(N~io)'
& pi I Vss I pi & = — (Sz+S3},24
& +2 I Vss I +z & = (Sz+S3),
(Nfo }' (Tz —Ts),36 10
(N~io )
& +2 I VT I +2& = (Tz+ T5) ~45
6( —' ) subspace j I 4i) = I b, (70, 1 —) —,' ) j .
(Ngo) (3S,—S,} .24
(875)
(877)
(878)
(879)
(N~oo }'(0, I V„ I 0, )= (S,+S,—6S,—8S,),32
(Nzo)
&+2 I Vss I +z& = (S4+Ss+2S7)5
N~ooNso
&+i I VT I+2) (Ti T3+T4 T6) i6 5
2(N )(+ I v I%' )=— (T, +2T,+T, ) .15
Negative-parity states:
N( —', ) subspace: I I%'i) = I N(70, 1 )—', ) j:
(N~jp )
&Pi I Vss I Pi& — (Sz+ 3»
(869)
(870)
(871)
(872)
(873)
I'IIi)=
I
N(70, 1 ) —,' )
N( —,' ) subspace:
I ~z& = I'N(70, 1-)—,'
(N~io )
&pi I Vss I +i & = — (Sz+S3),24
(N~io)'
& +z
I Vss I +z & = (Sz+S3),24
(Nfp )z(0,
I
v I%,)= (T,36
(N~io }'
& +z I VT I +2 & ( Tz + T5 } .36
5( —,' ) subspace: I I 4, ) = I zh(70, 1 )—,' ) j:
(880)
(881)
(882)
(883)
TABLE V. Values of the integrals (BS)—(B17) arising in the calculation of the spin-spin and tensor matrix elements [Eqs.
(B19)—(B84)].
Si
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
T$
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
0. 11674X 10
0.96018X10—'
0.18260X 10
0.520 82X 10
0.62308X 10
0.218 35 X 10
0.065
0.564 19X 10
0.648 42 X 10
0. 102 58 x 10-'
0. 124 60X 10
0. 11839X 10
0.358 71 X 10-'
0.938 19X10-'
0. 11452X 10
0.78502X 10
0. 151 76X 10
0.502 57 X 10-'
0.413 76X 10
0. 146 51X10-'
0.130
0.31825 x 10-'
0. 11866X 10
0.58648 X 10
0.750 55 X 10-'
0.221 49 x 10
0.206 64x 10-'
0.408 74X 10-'
0.990 72 x 10-'
0.491 33x 10
0.971 20X 10
0.41005x 10
0.229 86 X 10-'
0.832 22 X 10-'
0.195
0.71005x 10
0.467 75 X 10
0.13261x10 '
0.532 45 X 10-4
0.893 15X10
0.471 06X 10
0.25316x10-'
0.71062 X 10
0.273 31x10-'
0.553 01X 10
0.283 32 X 10
0.11907 X 10-'
0.44169x10 '
0.260
0.11130X 10
0.101 34X 10
0.209 21 X 10,
0.162 68 X 10-'
0.19732X10-'
0.748 51 x 10
0.717 61 X 10-'
0.463 89X 10
0. 147 18X 10
0.303 84X 10
0.17806x 10-'
0.612 66x 10-'
0.232 13X 10-'
0.325
0.14495x 10-'
0.162 20X 10
0.27643 X 10-'
0.325 39X 10
0.32243 x 10-'
0.99473x10 3
0.13695x 10-4
0.289 26 X 10
0.80054X10 ~
0. 167 88x 10
0.10783X10
0.323 17x 10-'
0.124 54X 10
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(Xfo)
&+i I &ss I +|)= (3S2—S3) .24 (B84) for i =2, 4, 5, and 7 while
We have therefore expressed the 66 nonvanishing ma-
trix elements (54 for n.=+1 and 12 for m. = —1) of the
spin-spin and tensor interactions as simple linear com-
binations of 13 three-dimensional integrals. The values
taken by S; (i =1—7) and T; (i =1—6) as functions of A
are given in Table V.
Note that the vanishing of S; ( i = 1—7) for A =0 com-
pensates the singularity which appears in the Css constant
[Eq. (Bl)]. Explicitly, one has
lim 1 S;=0
~-o (2~A')' '
lim 2 3/2 Si —0.15506,
1
~-o (2~A')'i' (B86)
lim 2 3/2 S3 —0.28013X 10o (2mA ) i
1HD
1
~-o (2m A')'i' (B88)
Actually in the limit A~O, the quantities on the left-hand
side of Eqs. (B86)—(B88) become one-dimensional in-
tegrals.
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